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Bella, a teen with a passion for tinkering, building, and working with her hands, was busy working in the basement workshop of her family’s apartment building. She was so focused on her latest project—a solar-powered drone—she almost didn’t hear her mom calling from upstairs.

Bella’s mom poked her head into the basement.

Bella, Bella… My bright, clever, generous daughter.

Bella… Your cousin Xavier will be here in a few minutes!

Bella’s mom stood up and looked at her daughter.

Xavi looks up to you, and he’s having a tough time in school.

Xavier will be here in a few minutes!

Remember, he’s visiting for spring vacation, and I know he’d love to see your project.

Mom, I’ve got zero time for distractions! I’ve been online with my mentor Mr. Papi, and I need to show this drone prototype to him next week.

My future as a solar technician is on the line here!

Right now it’s basically a pile of junk with a couple of wings poking out.

So, please? For Xavi? And your mom? And, um, your dog, Marley?

He could use some inspiration to help him get back on track, and you are so inspiring when you talk about your projects.

Bella… your cousin Xavier will be here in a few minutes!
So, please? For Xavi?

And your mom?

She liked teasing her cousin, but the truth was she really loved Xavier's comic books. She was super impressed with Xavi—at fourteen he'd already launched his own comic book publishing company, with the help of their Aunt Nia and her print shop.

And Xavier was one of Bella's biggest fans. Xavier really admired Bella, whose loss of vision in one eye never clouded her vision of what's possible. She was always building new inventions made from materials she found at the recycling center and salvage business next door.

Marley barked at the sound of his name, and Bella giggled before remembering she was annoyed.

OKAY, FINE, MOM.

BUT IF I'M GIVING UP PROJECT TIME, XAVI'S ON SNACK-RUN DUTY. I'LL MAKE HIM A LIST OF ACCEPTABLE SNACK CHOICES AND DELIVERY TIMES.

A few minutes later...

BELLA!

Xavier bowed theatrically.

IF IT PLEASES HER ROYAL INVENTOR EXTRAORDINAIRE, CHECK OUT MY NEWEST COMIC BOOK!

So the main character is Cedric. He’s like a regular kid at school who accidentally discovers a magic app, called School-AR, on his smartphone.

She liked teasing her cousin, but the truth was she really loved Xavier's comic books. She was super impressed with Xavi—at fourteen he'd already launched his own comic book publishing company, with the help of their Aunt Nia and her print shop.

Xavier spread the comic book on Bella's workbench and began sharing.
So, please? For Xavi?

And your mom?

He’s all about using the power for good.

See here? He makes his first School-AR zap, and check out what happens.

This app doesn’t just give the illusion that things are different, it actually changes anything in his school, just by imagining it.

Whoa.

It’s like Cedric has a magic wand. Could be awesome, or, it could cause some major drama in the wrong hands.

No worries, Cedric is the man!

Like, suddenly your room is an ocean with fish swimming all around you.

Augmented reality. You know, when you look through a device and it changes what you see—

Whoa.
hmm, I love working with my hands… racing cars… fixing things.

Right, those are things that make you happy.

Yeah, but what does that have to do with school?

Well—it has everything to do with learning. If that’s your spark—if that’s who you are… then open this door…

…and go explore a pathway to the skilled trades.

The most important question we’re going to talk about today is, “What interests you?”

GET REAL…
Textbooks are text-boring! My teacher seems to think reading is the best and only way to learn. I learn best by doing, building, or working with others... These worksheets and quizzes don't show what I know or what I can do!

Hi Cedric, I'm Leon—I'll be your mentor at Ace Racers. It'll be a lot of hard, hands-on work, but you'll get it! Put your math and science skills to work, and you'll learn a lot.
Time to zap that old scene!

Back in the front row...

Ah, if that's what you're interested in, I can totally teach you math in a way that you'll find interesting!

Why is college my only path?

Years later...

When students' journeys are supported the right way, it leads to success—and chances to give back!

Mortgage paid! Mentor center!

Our adventure continues...
I really want to believe you, bella!

But I also don’t want to get my hopes up and then find myself right back in my seat at my regular ol’ school.

Not only can I promise you these schools exist, I can show one to you.

In fact, Auntie Sylvie and Uncle Seymour started a school just like that, and I’m a student there.

Wow, Xavi, I knew you had talent, but these are some serious comic book skills, cuz!

Dude, your school ain’t just the stuff of dreams and science fiction.

Well, not with the magic zapping and all that. But that’s because you don’t need to zap!

There are already schools that know how important it is to learn online; to build stuff with your hands; to have teachers who are cool and passionate about the things you love, and who connect you with people in the community who can help make your skills even stronger.

Thanks, bella. It’s too bad that, unlike your cool inventions, this kind of school can only exist in my imagination. But I’m glad my comic books can make it real for me.

Really? Stop playing!

You’re totally on to something—these kinds of schools do exist!

I really want to believe you, bella!

But I also don’t want to get my hopes up and then find myself right back in my seat at my regular ol’ school.

Wow, Xavi, I knew you had talent, but these are some serious comic book skills, cuz!

Dude, your school ain’t just the stuff of dreams and science fiction.

Well, not with the magic zapping and all that. But that’s because you don’t need to zap!

There are already schools that know how important it is to learn online; to build stuff with your hands; to have teachers who are cool and passionate about the things you love, and who connect you with people in the community who can help make your skills even stronger.

Thanks, bella. It’s too bad that, unlike your cool inventions, this kind of school can only exist in my imagination. But I’m glad my comic books can make it real for me.

You’re totally on to something—these kinds of schools do exist!

I really want to believe you, bella!

But I also don’t want to get my hopes up and then find myself right back in my seat at my regular ol’ school.

Wow, Xavi, I knew you had talent, but these are some serious comic book skills, cuz!

Dude, your school ain’t just the stuff of dreams and science fiction.

Well, not with the magic zapping and all that. But that’s because you don’t need to zap!

There are already schools that know how important it is to learn online; to build stuff with your hands; to have teachers who are cool and passionate about the things you love, and who connect you with people in the community who can help make your skills even stronger.

Thanks, bella. It’s too bad that, unlike your cool inventions, this kind of school can only exist in my imagination. But I’m glad my comic books can make it real for me.

You’re totally on to something—these kinds of schools do exist!

I really want to believe you, bella!

But I also don’t want to get my hopes up and then find myself right back in my seat at my regular ol’ school.
Bella—get real, no way a school can really be like that.

But Xavi, don’t you see—it is real!

The school they built is helping me navigate my way to who I want to become. But, I’ll admit—it’s not easy.

She looked at Xavier, her expression serious.

It’s a lot of hard work, real world work, with real world risks and rewards.

What does that even mean?

Xavi didn’t look convinced.

You have to believe me, Xavi. Our school helps you discover and apply the real you, get the support you need to feel good about yourself and your talents, and to become a real success.

My school isn’t asking me who the real me is. I’m not even sure my parents know the real me.

They’re stuck on this idea that I have to go to college to get a real job. But that’s not who I am—or how I want to get to the real me.

I know it’s not like that in every family, without telling me what to do, they listened and supported me, even when I was struggling.

That’s what my mentor, Mr. Papi, taught me.

My school helped me find—an awesome mentor, Mr. Papi, at a solar design, fabrication and installation company right here in the city.

My parents have always cared about who I am, not just who they wanted me to be—trust me, I know it’s not like that in every family,
Here’s the thing. Your superpower is shaping reality with art and words. My superpower is building something from nothing with my hands. We are an unstoppable force of creativity, and we can fix this together!

At my school it’s all books and subjects that aren’t interesting to me, and taught by teachers who don’t know me. And college and law school would just be more of the same. It’s super depressing.

So, Xavi, that character in your comic book… is you? Yeah. *sigh*

I guess it is.

Suddenly Bella perked up. Well, that’s all good for you, Bella, but I’m stuck!

Well, what do they want you to do?

They think I should be a lawyer.

They honestly think law school is my road to success, but that’s not my journey.

Of course I wish all schools were like that—and that all parents listened and tried to see their kids for who they really are. My parents don’t know that my art is a big part of who I am. They want me to go to college to be something I don’t have any interest in.

Well, what do they want you to do?

And so they did.

Not only am I learning some really useful, fabrication and high-tech skills, I’m also learning about what it means to work in a real company and be part of a project team; learning to work closely with adults—makes me feel like a real professional.
Bella and Xavier spent their spring vacation week working, both together and online. Xavi created a comic book to tell the story of how amazing a school can be that respects and taps into students’ interests, offers hands-on learning, and matches students with mentors who support and believe in them.

He called their Aunt Nia at the graphic design shop, who was thrilled to print lots and lots of copies.

Meanwhile, Bella worked with her mentor Papi and his company to build a fleet of solar-powered drones to deliver copies of the comic across Xavier’s whole city.

On a sunny day later that week, the drones were loaded up and launched.

The comic books were delivered to parents, school administrators, and community leaders at City Hall.

People were finally getting the message, in more ways than one.
The Mayor and school leaders were so impressed with Xavier and Bella’s work and mission that they could no longer deny how successful this model of learning could be. They worked quickly to transform the city’s schools, with the help of Sylvie and Seymour, and Xavier and Bella, too. In the coming years, schools all around the country transformed the way they taught and what and how students learned.

And how did Xavi and Bella end up doing? Xavi transferred to a different school, earned his high school diploma, and went on to receive certifications in graphic design and business. He started a non-profit design and print shop for community action projects. He never forgot his mentor who helped him along the way, and as an alumni was inspired to become a mentor himself to other students at the high school he graduated from, helping each one navigate their way to their REAL potential.

Bella was also wildly successful, as if anyone doubted that. From her interest in visual optics, she invented (and holds the patent for) a new lens to increase solar power efficiency in the apartments she grew up in, as well as in dwellings all over the globe. But she’s not done dreaming and building yet, you can be sure.

“Success is liking yourself, liking what you do, and liking how you do it.”

Maya Angelou

“"If you can be the best, then why not try to be the best?"”

Garrett Morgan

The End
It is our vision that all students live lives of their own design, supported by caring mentors and equitable opportunities to achieve their greatest potential. We move forward prepared to activate the power of schools, systems & education through student-directed, real-world learning. We are activists.

“Every student should have the chance to explore multiple pathways, including attending college, earning a two-year degree or industry certificate, pursuing an apprenticeship or finding a job right after graduation. College and career should never be an either-or, especially not as we face unprecedented economic uncertainty and dislocation. We need to maximize opportunity for the students and families who need it most, and high school skilled trades education is one critical way to do that.”

- Danny Corwin, Executive Director of Harbor Freight Tools for Schools

Did you know?

- 72 percent of students say high schools could do a better job of giving them chances to learn real-world skills.
- 8 in 10 voters support more funding for high school skilled trades education.
- 80 percent of voters described the trades as "important".

Learn the data: http://harborfreighttoolsforschools.org

For More:

- Big Picture
  https://www.bigpicture.org
- Harbor Freight Fellows
  http://www.harborfreightfellows.org
- Project InSight
  https://www.projectinsightfellows.org
- Fox Giving
  https://www.foxgiving.org
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Bella has a knack tinkering, building, and working with her hands. Through her hands-on learning experience, community engagement, and mentorship, Bella has worked with her teachers and mentors to craft an educational experience and career track that she’s excited about.

Bella’s cousin Xavier doesn’t see his education in the same way. To him, an educational experience centered around his skills and passions seems like a distant fantasy, which he writes and illustrates in his comic book.

When Xavier shows his comic book to Bella, he learns that his vision for what learning can and should be isn’t so far away after all.

Get Real is the sequel to Navigating Our Way, an animated film that helps us all see that there is more than one way to navigate a successful professional journey. For some college, for other certification in the trades—for some, both. And ALL of those paths need support to help all young people navigate their full potential.

**Praise for Get Real**

“I appreciate how Get Real provides parents, educators, leaders and community stakeholders with reasons why it is so important to listen deeply to young people and to be in community with them.”  
- Deborah Jewell-Sherman, Ed.D., The Gregory R. Anrig Professor of Practice in Leadership

“Carlos and Elliot have created a compelling, relatable story that will inspire kids everywhere to find their passions and pursue their dreams.”  
- Jean Eddy, Chief Executive Officer and President at American Student Assistance

“Get Real beautifully highlights the importance of interest-based learning, where young people like Bella and Xavier have the autonomy and support to explore their passions and interests.”  
- Blair Underwood, Actor, BPL Board Member

“Get Real is a wonderful and meaningful read that all of us will enjoy!”  
- Stedman Graham, Bestselling Author, Speaker

An inspired and inspiring tale. The story of Bella and Xavi offers a vision of what education can be when we put students their talents, their interests, their dreams at the center of the conversation.  
- Daniel H. Pink, New York Times bestselling author of **DRIVE**, **WHEN**, and **A WHOLE NEW MIND**